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U
Speaking on “Race delations’
Dr George Kelsey, associate ex- ing Ntgros 10 bl; broushl horc in 
ecutive secretary to the General,increasin* numbcrs Slavery was 
Council ot Churches, outlined the therefore the slave own-ers and traders had something todistinctive character of the Negro- 
White problem to SCA at a meeting 
in Main hall Wednesday evening.
In the way of background mater-
defend. To defend their actions 
they advanced the theory that 
Black people were inferior to 
whites and not quite human. This 
. , . iwas the beginning of Racial Theory.!
ial, the noted author-lecturer point- »Religion has joined science to
ed out that the relationship between fight against slavery and the caste 
whites and Negros is not a class,system, said Dr. Kelsey. “But
system, as so many are inclined t o ' j g j " ™  to beheve'that thT o lhc^ 
believe, but rather a caste system, 'group is not quite human and there- 
Mr. Kelsey further observed that fore inferior to themselves. The 
this caste system is a social arrange- human mind has the capacity to
men! in which the inferior being. ,«»“ » “  «'»“ •* l°  be“f vewhat it wants to believe. When
must receive the crumbs which dealing with prejudice, one deals 
fall from the banquet tables of with emotion and not with logic.” 
the so-called superior beings. “This Dr Kelsey listed five steps in 
American caste system differs from which college students can help to 
that of India,’’ continued the Negro overcome prejudice. First he sug- 
minister. “ in that America doesn’t gested that everyone get the facts 
reject Negro projects but does re- about race and make personal
Ject the Negro as an individual.*', friends in other races. Next, one By MARGUFRITF SCHUMANN
W.lh the invention of the cottonlshould strive to get rid of his own, Con(.crt ¿allislV  are rare birds'however.
More Guests 
Revealed by 
Flom, Miller
Audience Approves 
Biggs Organ Concert
gin, stated the speaker. the^planta- prejudices. In relation to this Kel-' ¡ „ '^ h e r  city'“or ‘ p ro v in g 'a n d '‘ a p ^ r m e r s " a n d "  u ^ e r e T  ¡° rmsby housemother who has a
on
____  .....  ,,1IW atc 'd in
as indiguous to Amei ican cultui e j.jence ^ e  appearance of E. Power high-flying and brilliant, and ¿^.advertising will have laylor Ward 
as is personal property. To be^an fjjgRS iast evening in Memorial is ambidextrous and ambipedaled Neenah al their disposal.
in the extreme In fact, he has all < Waltor Coffey of the Dayton Co.. 
the virtues an astute baseball club Minneapolis will speak on retail 
manager would be looking for a in ,Personnel. Mr. Coffey was assistant
to Dean Barrows at Lawrence in 
1936 and admissions counselor of 
Carleton in 1939. He was also in 
charge of personnel work at Nor­
folk, Va. division of William and
More speakers in various field* 
have been secured for the 1949 ca­
reer conference next Thursday, Feb­
ruary 24.
The main speaker will be Frank 
S. Kndicott who will talk at the 
convocation at 10 o'clock. Mr. End- 
icott is Director of Placement Ser­
vices at Northwestern university. 
He has written several articles and 
books on the subject of placement,
| one of which is How to Find and 
! Succeed in Your Post-War Job. He 
teaches guidance courses at the un­
iversity and conducts studies to find 
trends of college placement in in­
dustry.
Mr. Lee Rasey of Milwaukee, a 
member of Sigma Phi Epsilon at 
Lawrence and formerly a teacher 
here, will speak on business admin­
istration. He is associated with the 
Robert W. Baird and Co., which 
deals with stocks and bonds and is 
a member of the New York Stock 
Exchange.
Mr. Valmer Sorensen, a personal 
consultant at the University of Wis­
consin, will talk on Civil Service. In 
the field of radio, the conference of- 
entirely within the ff rs ^ ar:v Cast‘y’ daughter of the
tion business fairly boomed, caus-sey pointed out “Most AmericanslSuitable non-church instrument for Power Biggs comes into his glory mornin* Program for women
^re: ü t hem to play on is even rarer. His attacks and releases re crisp; Nation W Jl’G .Those intereste
Gilson to Speak 
At Peabody Hall
Luxembourg Consul 
Presented by IRC
evangelist for truth was his thud cjiripej turned ont to be something 
point while fourthly he suggested nf a musjca| event for the 1.200 per
that one should promote enlighten- sons gnthcred for the third Law- WUUiu .«■ iuum K u»
ing projects, both cultural and ed- lv_nce college artist series program, a southpaw pitcher—control, speed, 
ucational in his own club. Kelsey s Even with few professionals to and the ability to baffle, 
last step was to work through pro- measure him against, Biggs is a su-1 He has showmanship too, not 
gressive movements and through p0rb guildsman. With only a day common in the churchly brother- 
cm c lo to acquaint himself with the 3.W00 hood of organists. Sometimes heprogressive issues in
eradicate prejudice. pipes in the chapel organ, he had attacks the manuals like a » ^ «»«-¡Mary College and assistant director
In the question period which fol- arriV(?d a| a point of thorough club-! pouncing on a succulent young pig personnel. Eastern Area Head---- a—  a--- 1-- r. d Cross. Al­lowed the
a discriminating ear. and were clear 
Tone quality is one thing you can’t and balanced throughout. Dynamics 
n comment upon in an organ per- ! were masterful. Biggs even played
he lecture. Dr. Kelsey w as biness vvith all the pistons, couplers but always with legitimate musical Quarters American Re 
Fred A Gilson Chancellor of the as^ what we at Lawrence could and 0th«*r awe-inspiring mechanical intent. jexandria, Va , since June, 1943. He
..„ « i .» . . .»  i ^  specificall v to help the race j^vices which go into the modern | Tone colors were selected w ith l^ ^ P ^  *n ^he construction of psy­
chological tests for the Navy in 
1945.
____ P |  ____  _______________ ______ _ ^ Marvin P. Halverson, Dean oi
will be “Luxembourg* Its ra^ ler peculiar since you have an jormance—it is impervious to any most of his program from memory ¡students at Chicago Theological
• Benelux and the Military eni'oU" ient ° f «°° or 9tK) students. . coaxinR from the performer, for and the most angelic of organists ¡Seminary, will speak on religion.
and this school has a Christian from the day of construction, it U fear to tread on a pedal board and  ^he Ministerial Association will
either there or it isn’t. Happily, it's organize four manuals without a sponsor a luncheon for Mr. Halver-
there in the chapel instrument, and | visual reminder or two propped up son on Thursday 12 noon at the VM*
sounds from the chambers were in front. On the two or three ocea- m . ..T u r n  to  P a g e
Liix.inlM.ur* Consulate Genera ... slUlati„„ , h>, comm«.n,cd. “ IT
Chicago will «peck tonight at Pea- y  h Negro students at ’
body hall under the ausp.ee. of thelLawr(.llc<. do ,  lhal 
International Relations club. His 
topic
people, oc ro ..» . onu d this schtx)l has a
Alliance . I background, too, does it not?Mr. Gilson was born in the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg and came to' 
this country in 1908. He became a 
naturalized citizen in 1912, and has 
been Chancellor of the Consulate 
General since 1941.
Among his many accomplish-) 
tnents is the distinction of being list­
ed in the “ International Who's 
Who” In addition to his regular du­
ties he has established a travel bu­
reau, and is an editor and writer 
for the yearly publication “Luxem­
bourg Schobermesso’*. In 1938 his 
book History of the Luxembourg 
Brotherhood was published. Mr. 
Gilson is also well versed in church 
and political affairs.
J u n g  W i n s L W A  
R a c e ;  V o t i n g  
S e t s  R e c o r d
Hirsch, Lackie, W agner, 
Queenan and Edwards 
Take Other Positions
felicitous.
Technic and taste in registration,
3
Newman Club to 
Hear Father Jude
On February 23, at 7:00. the New­
man Club will meet in the Hamar 
union to hear Father Jude speak 
on ‘‘The Narrowness of the Cath­
olic Church Regarding Other
sions when he did resort to the! 
score, he cunningly laid it on the 
protective coloration of the top 
keyboard -which in no way dimin-I
ishes his musical stature, but is a » .
scurvy trick to play on easily iin- (  l l A C O n  A|C M o \ A /  
pressed nearsighted folk, | V l l U 5 C l l  U 5
A spirit of reverence will prob­
ably never be divorced from organ 
repertoire, and it totally lacks cute 
audienco-catchcrs. Sound nourish­
ing fare was the order of the eve­
ning. the sort of stately serene mu­
sic that seeps into the convolutions 
of the brain for a good washing job.
Although some of the smaller 
works, particularly the graceful Vi-'
In a very close contest. Mona Churches.” Hereafter the club will 
Jung won the presidency of the meet every two weeks on Wednes- 
During the war Gilson served as Lawrence Women's Association in day. The meetings will be open 
chairman of the reception commit- an election last Monday. More than to the public. «u
tee for H. R. H. Charlotte, the double the usual number of women A tobogganing party was enjoy- vaiai concerto, were done wi h r «,creation Association will be jun- 
Grand Duchess of Luxembourg, and exercised their right to vote, as ed Friday. February 12 at Dine s delicate charm, the program really lor Lenore Hooley who was picked 
Other officials when they visited the,voting took place in the dormitories, Country club. After the outdoor hunR between 'hree great musical |ast Tuesday in elections held in the
1 . . . . .  chocolate and crags—the Bach Passacaglia and dorms. Of those eligible to cast bal-
L e n o r e  H o o l e y
W R A  P r e s i d e n t
W olf, Schoettler, 
Jensen, Garner and 
Goodwin Complete Roll
New president of the Women s
United States. rather than at a special meeting as part of the evening.
'has been done formerly. doughnuts were served at the St
I n u / K o n t i n n c  A t t n n r l  Eva Hirsch, Delta Gamma, w as Joseph parish house.L a  w r e m i u i l d  I C I I U  c.host.n vico president. Other offic-
k A n  <‘rs who were picked are Ann Lac- Fraternity Entertained
M a d i s o n  ^ o n c i a v e  kie> Pi Beta Phi. as secretary. Hel- . ,
Five or six Lawrentians will at- en Wagner, Pi Beta Phi, as tu .is- By Appleton LQtin C lu b  
tend the Social Action day sponsor- urer, Joan Queenan, Kappa Alpha Latin club of Appleton high
ed by the Wisconsin YMCA, YWCA Theta. as junior social chairman. schoQ[ cntertainpd lhp in,.m |M.rs of 
and SCA at Madison tomorrow, and Sue Edwards. 1 i Beta I hi as sjgnia p^, classical language 
George Chandler, Nancy Fry, Su- sophomore social chan man.  ^ fraternity, at a special program at
san Fry, and Mary Hartzell will be Joan will serve onl.v a semes * t s ^ (. school yesterday.
Fugue in C. the Liszt Fantasia, and |ots 92 per cent voted.
Widor's Symphony No. 5.
Seven Lawrentians 
Involved in Crash 
Over Weekend
A two - car collision Saturday 
night on Highway 141 north of tht 
among those attending. 1 term as junior social cna.rm an, Tuesday,'March'l. the fraternity Milwaukee County lin<
The purpose of the Action day. Joan and Sue will direct women s wj|| sponsor a showing of the movie sev,m « ,rls al) 1who,1n are Law 
which is planned for members and social activities jointly. All other of- ••jujjug Caesa 
advisors of student YMCA’s, YW- f»cers were chosen for a term of throUKh lhr 
CA’s, and SCA’s and denominatal onP year. service. The
groups in the state of Wisconsin. The new president, an honoi s stu- famous SCeiu 
will be to study and discuss the so- dent, is active with Delta Gamma gtabbed. accor 
cial responsibility of the Christian and is president of an-HHlenic t jn g s chairma.. 
student, to try to determine e f f e c - .council. Mona also acts as feature studpnts studying 
tive methods by which to translate|ed*tor of the Lawrentian.
into action this responsibility, to in- ............... ..................—
vestigate actual situations and or-j . .
ganizations which affect our social. n  . I I I  H
The vice presidency and social 
chairmanship went to Margaret 
Wolf. Pi Beta Phi and a sophomore.
Mary Schoettler will act as sec­
retar,}-treasurer. She is a sopho­
more and a member of Delta Gam ­
ma. The intramural manager will 
be Mel Jensen, a junior and a The­
ta. Jacquelyn Garner, a junior Al­
pha Chi Omega, was elected record- 
involved er a,|d Jean Goodwin, a sophomore 
Delta fiamma, was put in charge of
ture, especially Shakespearian dra- eye, a# well as nt km »ruises. Joan 
ma. are invited to attend the show 1  ^ ^c:in ” Queenan.
which will be presented in the sec- Wdliains and !)• <• r.ike, as 
ond floor lecture room of Science well as Phyllis and eggy, vs* 1 (
political and economic welfare and 
to have a day of fellowship with' 
fellow students from all over Wis­
consin.
j hall. There will be 
charge.
no admission
ill
treated at St Alphonsus' hospital in
Tonight
IRC speaker 
Tomorrow
Beloit here
Port Washington.
The car in which the
Future Religious 
Leaders to Dine
girls were Students considering religious vo-
Deadline for Deposits
The deadline for making the $ 2 5 20 
room deposit for next f ; C h r i s t i a n  Science lecture
k  t ." .m it le a » v  Thursday. February 24
Careers day 
Religious convo.
that date by women automatically, 
puts a name on a list of people who| 
will chose their rooms after every-:
one else has made their choice. i.
N e w  S n o r t s  E d i t o r  riding north was hit head - on by cations, either in the ministry or in
j p o r i *  CaiTOr ¡another car coming south. This fields like religious education, mis-
George Frederick was appointed other auto had passed third cai sionar y work, co llege teaching, YM-
sports editor of the Lawrentian, it heading south and was unable to CA or YWCA, will be entertained
was announced by Shirley llansen, get out of the path of the girli>' car ¡it a free dinner to be given for
editor-in-chief. He will replace Pat before the collision occurred. them on Careers day, next Thurs-
Curtin who resigned. | The blame for the accident, as day, by the Appleton Ministerial .is-
In his third year of work on the well as many otl era which happen- sociation.
sports staff, George is also a mem- ed in Milwaukee county this week- All who are interested are asked
ber of Phi Delta Theta and a mem- end. was put on icy and rutted to see W Burnett Kaston, professor 
ber of the A Capella choir. roads. luf religion, before Monday.
H o n o r s  C o u r s e  I s  V a l u a b l e  ^ t ^ 0 -
- ^ ^  — A A
2 The Lawrention Friday, February 18, 1949 ] _^________________ ___________________________
E x p e r i e n c e  i n  C r e a t i v i t y BY BOB PAKTW lHiK |in tho process of signing aFeb. and Artist ser for tho summer months at a| Coining: contract 'p .. ifthree 1
17 Students Now in Program;
Science Work Predominates
By Nancy Kingsbury
It must have occurred at least once to almost everyone on campus 
th'it after all, the life of the student is a pretty soft deal. Think it over 
•  minute and you 11 real ire that the professors actually do the greater 
pai c of the work in college. It’s up to them to organize their notes, to
accomplished in previous yean in 
this field.
Bob Bauernfiend, Nancy Book­
man and Phyllis Densmoor are writ­
ing their theses on psychology un­
der the direction of Mr. Hill. Nan- 
c and Phyllis are working on simi­
lar problems.
They are trying to construct a 
personality test 
to
recital. figure salary (per month). . . .plusics, College choir.Fob. 27. Senior 
Meredytbe McCarthy. ¡expenses.
• • • Our congratulations to Joan Zel
Bob Dietr has now completed his ;m{j ¡}ean Gray. . . .  It happened 
requirements for the Bachelor of,just ^  time to make this issue.
Music degree with a major in piano: * * *
nice job too. Record Tips: Isle of the Dead, Op.
Our - Ubiquitous Trio.” Jean Zei, No. 29. Rachmaninoff, Boston sym- 
Nvla Hoener and Dee Cervm. arc phony orchestra with Serge Kous-1
sevitsky conducting.
which has a high ¡interpretive essays on Carl Sand-1 Rachmaninoff graduated from the I 
perpuv for what often amounts to an hour’s straight lecture (and you ¡relationship  academic N CN  ;rl s *'hot from the stand- Conservatory of music in Moscow I
irnl atiiHontu ,,r. an at th,. thni.uht of a fivo minute h*> ¡Their study is based on the fact that point that they are two mid-west- during tho same period as Scriabin Ioral mterp. students «roan at the thought of a five minute sP ^ t h ) ’ |pcrsonaIit;  independent of intelli-'eni men who have gone diverse and Metner. Among his earlier |
to keep looking for new angles and watching current events so their ifience is a Kreat influence in get- ways. He is also writing some origi- compositions are the o p e r a  
courses will be as interesting and as applicable to life as possible. ting grades and in working well. nnl verse, and is directed by Mr. • Aleko” , the symphonic poem “The
Meanwhile we attend a few classes, take a few notes, and with luck.! Bob is making an investigation Troyer. C lif f ’, and the world famous Pre­
throw them back at the professors at exam time. Because Lawrence of those conditions under which Mary llartiell. who is working ¡ude in C minor. He was proclaim- 
is n comparatively small college our condition here hasn’t been quite as the memory of a certain materia! under Mr. Berk, has \yrittrn a per- t>£j ^y the Russian critic. Sabaney- 
hnpcrsonal and mechanical as on the larger and more crowded cam- can improve as time passes rather sonal narrative in which the pron- 0 fft as musical personality equal to I 
purrs, but the trend is still basically the same. ¡than deteriorate. Nancy, Phyl, and lem is to imply a change of ato- Tschaikowskv.
A few yeurs ago this circumstance began to worry the ad minis tra- Bob are all working with college tude hy a representation of the| i sie Df Dead'* was writ-
tion. They realized that we couldn’t remember the million and one students as their subjects. events responsible for tho change. len ^  190 7 when the composer was
fatir we so conscientiously cram into our skulls for very long anyhow . 1 Paul Mountjoy, w-hose adviser is This semester she plans to write a onl ,^ 24. and is considered to be one 
and they came up with the conclusion that inaybc the real purpose of Mr. Bucklew, is experimenting in id«-®® lHerary criticism in the 0f his best works. It was performed 
college is to teach people to think. The Honors program was introduced »be problem of the psychology of oi contemporary literature, two years Iater by the Boston syrn.
at Lawrence in order to partially alleviate this circumstance. learning. He is attempting to work centering on a poet or novelist phony orchestra.
An honors student must have a - ---  out certain variations of nonsense Nancy Kingsbury, a!.<»o under thej
t Iw,* In 19 4 5  lhc number of students syllable learning. Indvisership of Mr. Beck, is making / "U r ic » :« ,«  C r io n t ic tcgrade point uvera«c of 22S or b il |Working honors SCVen; in |„ the field of economics undpr'« study of Stembeek which in-jt h n S , , a n  iC ie n , ,S ,S
ter 2 is qualified and interested — 194 7 there were two in February.Professor Bober. Helen Spalding is eludes criticisms of his works. H o ld  L e C tlire  S u n d a y
At the end of the second semester ¡and six in June and last year there evaluating capitalism's strong and' Honors work has been done in j •
of his junior year a student who 31 were live. The proportionate nuin->weak points from the viewpoint of other years in the origins of the' ‘‘Christian Science The Science 
— sends his application with a brief ber working in science has also in- the National association of Manu- Spanish essay, problems in l^ t in  That Meets the Human Need” will 
statement of his proposed thesis to creased. facturers. 'American Affairs, modern architec- be the subject of a public lecture
the Honors committee. If he is ac- Dick Allen is working under Mr. Kathryn Elwers is writing her ture, international cartels, and the that will be given in Memorial 
cepted he may begin work as soon Darling on a problem that involves thesis on Sir fcdward Grey, head of emotionally expressive potential-¡chapel next Sunday afternoon at
s senior oitrocyclopropanes. He is attempt- the Foreign Office in England from ¡tit's of pictorial composition as 3:00. John S. Sammons of Chicago
the structures of 1!>05-I91ti. and his critics. Her spe- w ell as in many other fields. I will speak.
if
skillful
term implies Instead, it’s really an 
opportunity for the student to dis-
ns he comes back lor hi n b e
yt ar |ing to discover l!>05 m<>
Dunn*; that year he works hard several products. jcific problem is,  he had been a ’ _ ^  _ _ ™ _ _ _
if he is taking honors for 3 hours) Also wotking in chemistry under more  man could he have 
credit per semester and harder if Mr. Darling is Joseph Becker who prevented World War I? This is ac- 1 
h«* is taking it for 6 At the end o f ,is doing research 011 fluorene and its tually a study inside the bigger 
the school year he takes a three derivatives. subject of the causes of World War
hour oral exam in Ins subject. Bill Drcs»er is studying the ethy- I.
M«»st people turn green and faint lene amine complexes of some of Ray Kinder i.s making a three-' 
on the floor at the very words "or- the heavy mctaU and their action way study of the connection of the 
al examination,” but this time it on carbohydrates, lie 1» making his British Labor party with social leg- 
lsn’t the brutal third degree the study under Mr. t undy. tslation in England. This is actual-!
Studying undci Mr. (iilbcrt in the ly an investigation of England’s' 
field of physics is Norman Beck- history to see if the present govern- 
cuss his subject with a qualified man who is studying the vacuum ’nent has a Social Service program I 
specialist. As Mr. Puscy puts it—it’s!tube and some of its laboratory and that is essentially different from 
just finishing the job if you go to industrial applications. others that have been carried on 1
all the trouble of wi lting the paper j Charlton Davis, whose subject is Ray and Kathryn are counseled 
you should talk alxnit itl tin! physical application of the Vec-jb.v Mr. Raney.
The F.xuni committee recoin-¡tor Analysis, a type of math which 1 Maurice Brown is writing critical' 
mends the degree they think the was invented by experimenters in 
student deserves. Hie Honor» com- physics for use in physics only is 
mittre considers their recommends working under Mr. Gilbert. This 
tmn in the light of the »Indent*« to- also includes work with Mr. Berry 
tal performance, and at la»t the fac- 0f the mathematics department, 
ulty vote» on the suggestion of the Also under Mr. Berry’s guidance 
Honors committee. Honor» don’t ^  |>on struts id Bob Whitclaw. 
necessarily follow grade points |»on making an advanced analysis 
and neither doe» taking honors ((f mathematics industry. This is a 
guarantee a Suiuina t urn l.aude! lyp,. nf experimentation in which 
This year there are seventeen math is used as t  tool. Bob Whitc- 
scniors taking honors work. This is |aw (k making an inquiry into sta- 
quite a jump from previous years to determine what has been
PRESCRIPTION PHARMACY
204 I .  College Ave. Dial 3-5551
With Complete Lines 
Of Drugs And Toiletries
U’AKNKK BROS.
A P P L E T O N
Storts SATURDAY!
> °«m “f
1» L V S
WARNKR BROS.
R I O  T h e a t r e
NOW thru Wednesday
A t t e n d  t h i s  F re e  P u b l ic  L e c t u r e
entitled
"Christian Scicncc:
The Scicncc that Meets the Human Need"
by
J o h n  S. S a m m o n s ,  C .  S. 
o f  C h ic a g o ,  I l l in o is .
Member of the Board of Lectureship of The Mother Church, 
The Virst Church of Christ, in Boston, Mass.
in
Lowrcncc M om orio l C hape l 
Sunday a fte rnoon , Feb. 20, 1949 a t 3:00 o'clock
Under the _»»«, of
First Church ' f f hrist, Scientist,
Appleton, W»v omin
Com e ond bring  your friends
Paintings by Racine Artist Are Displayed in Main Hall
A group of 20 watercolor paint­
ings by Sherman Groenke, Racine, 
have been placed on display in the 
gallery on the fourth floor of Main 
hall at Lawrence college for a 
month’s viewing.
Groenke received his art training 
at the Layton school in Milwaukee, 
and is now an advertising illustrator 
in that city.
Paintings by the Raune artist 
have been shown at the Milwaukee 
Ai t Institute, the Western museum 
of Fine Arts in Racine; the Art
Finer Relates Security and World Peace
Students League in New York City 
and the Wisconsin State fair.
During the war Groenke was a 
combat artist for the public rela­
tions section of the U. S. Coast 
and he spent a year in the Pacific 
sketching and painting. Some of his 
work has been included in the per­
manent collection of the U. S. Coast 
Guard academy. The Milwaukee 
art institute and private collections 
in New York and Wisconsin also 
own Groenke paintings.
During the past year, Groenke 
has been the third place winner of 
the Gimbel Centennial art show, for 
his picture, “ Milwaukee Electric.” 
He also won the Walrus club pur­
chase prize in Milwaukee, and sev­
eral Racine Art association awards.
The exhibit is open to the public, 
as is a display of student photog-j 
raphy, arranged in the library by 
Janies Dite, administrative assist­
ant in charge of the college’s pho--World Security and the Great tügraphy laboratories. 
Powers was the subject of the 
convocation speech given Thurs­
day, February 10. by Herman Fin-' 
cr.
To many people security is syn­
onymous with a peacful world. The 
United Nations has been set up 
and is in working order, yet we are
O p e r a  t o  S t a r  
L a w r e n c e  G r a d
Shirlee Emmons, I^awrence col- 
still dissatisfied. This is because lege music graduate with the class 
the U N , is not a government and of 1944, has been chosen to sing the 
cannot act as such. leading soprano role in “White
Only when we have a majority. Wings", a new opera which will be 
vote in the U. N., stated Dr. Finer, given its world premiere February 
w ill we have a world government, ¡9  through 12 by the Hartt Opera 
for it would then be an agency with guild in New York, 
uniform action. There is no major-1 “White Wings” is a play by 
ity vote because of the veto power Phil lip Barry, a witty and nostalgic 
whieh makes it possible for one of tragi - comedy of the gas light era 
the big five countries to overrule in New York It has already been 
the others. produced on Broadway. The miisi-
Tho reason for this no majority cal score was done by Douglas, 
vote is that all countries have Moore, head of the music depart- 
their own ideas of justice. A uni- rnent at Columbia university, 
versa I concept of right and wrong The Hartt Opera guild has been 
is very important to lasting peace. in operation for seven years, and: 
A common ethic, however, may has pioneered in operas in English, 
be dispensed with if a common as well as advocating that opera 
superior is agreed upon. It must should be good theater, an idea 
be strong enough to say “What 11 which recently caused such a furor 
say is justice; what I say is right.” at the Metropolitan.
If it is disobeyed, then the offender! other productions
R e v i v e  O r a t o r y  
C o n t e s t  A f t e r  
F i f t e e n  Y e a r s
Lawrence Student 
Platform Scheduled 
Wednesday Evening
For the first time in fifteen years, 
I^iwrence will have an original 
oratory contest for its students. Fi­
nalists will express their own ideas 
next Wednesday at 8:30 p. m. in 
the conservatory in competition for 
a trophy to be given by the for­
ensic board.
The tradition of speech contests 
is being revived by the forensic 
board. The contest will be called 
the Lawrence Student Platform.
Speakers will appear without 
notes and discuss a subject of their 
choice for ten minutes. Three 
judges, including one faculty mem­
ber and two people from town, will 
choose a winner.
The purpose of the contest, ac­
cording to the student platform, is 
to afford a better opportunity for 
I.awrentians “to communicate their 
ideas to their fellow students with 
all the conviction and warmth they 
can put itno this very direct me­
dium."
A preliminary elimination con­
test will be held next Monday for 
the privilege of competing on 
Wednesday. Some of the Lawren- 
tians who are expected in the pre­
liminaries are James Auer. Calvin 
Atwood, Maurice Brown, William 
Barr, William Beringer, Bruce 
Campbell. Russell Ellis. Betty Fal- 
vey. John Fillion. Mary Hartzell. 
Rosalie Keller, Jerry Pubantz and 
Robert Strand.
the Hartt group this year are the 
Ittth century Polifem by Bononci- 
ni, and Puccini’s Gianni Schicchi.
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CA. At this time all interested stu 
dents may hear him talk on the o p - b ^  SCA with a ves. 
portumty for full time religious 'worle per service at the Presbyterian
Speaking on education will be Dr.'church this Sunday.
Irving Stout of Milwaukee State
SCA Holds Worship Day
Student World Worship day will
Marguerite Schumann will sing. 
Teachers’ College. He formerly [others participating in the program 
worked in the Milwaukee public wiu he Florence Sachtschale, Ted 
schools in the guidance program Runyon, Roger Hackbarth and Ros-
and is now director of Milwaukee 
State Education Guidance. Dr. Stout 
has broad experience in his field
alie Keller.
orators, member of its Board of 
and is well qualified as a speaker governors and also president of its 
Assistant chief stewardess of the Wisconsin chapter. She has had 
American Airlines, Chicago, Miss! many years of experience in serv- 
Kyle Rodenbaeck will talk on the ing on the committees of this or- 
opportunities in this area of endeav-jgani~.at»on.
or. She was chairman of Careers A discussion of the field of scien- 
Conference during her senior yearjtific research will be offered by Ar- 
in college and through this became thur C. Beckel. He is technical as- 
interested in airlines work. sistant to the director of the Nor-
Marjorie Fiedler of the Gillman them Regional Research Labora- 
Studio of Milwaukee will speak onjtory of Peoria, Illinois, which is 
interior design. She is vice-presi-!part of the U.S. Department of Ag- 
dent of American Institute of Dec- riculture.
must be punished. “The U N.,” de­
clared Dr. Finer, “ is not such a 
Common superior.”
Tickets Available 
For Choir Concert
Student tickets for th<* Lawrence
College choir may now be obtained 
at th«- business office. Two concerts 
will l>e given instead of only one, 
as previously scheduled.
Reservations for the February 25 
appearance may be made through 
Wednesday, February 23 Tickets 
for the February 28 concert may 
be made through Friday, February 
IS
planned by
Developing & Printing
Kodaks & Supplies 
Greeting Cards
IDEAL PHOTO 
SHOP
V V . W . V .\ % V W .V W .V / A W A V S W A W J V W A W
E v e r y  E n t r e e  a  S p e c i a l t y  !  !
____ w i h .
O u r  S h o r t  O rd e rs  
A re  th e  Best 
a n d  M o s t
R e a s o n a b ly  P r ic ed
CHECKER LUNCH
219  E. Co llege  Ave. £
L V V V .W A W . , . V ^ W A V J W . , . W / J iiV . W / A V . W . V W
.V A V V W .V .
GO DELUXE 
AT LOWEST RATES
Y e l l o w  C a b
Dial 3 - 4 4 4 4
rA * .V .V . ‘.% V A ,.V .V . ‘. ' A W W M V . V / . V / A V . V . V . ,i V . v / .
t h e  R I G H T  S I Z E !  
t h e  r i g h t  L E N G T H . . .  f o r  Y O U !  
N O  c o s t l y  A L T E R A T I O N S  w h e n  y o u  b u y  o u r
Pr o p o r t io n a t e  S k i r t s  by
7 .9 5
Your bravos bring back these well-mannered, perfect fitting gabardine skirts! 
Beautifully true to size and height, they solve all length problems and you 
can actually walk right out of the store wearing them! Choose from aqua, 
grey, black, toast or navy . . . sizes 10 to 20
SM ALL . . if you re 4*11** to 5’2" MEDIUM . . .  if you're 5 2" to 5'ti”
LONG . . if you’re !V6" to 5*11**
Sportswear —  2nd Floor
T t a n a e C o .
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Starts Book to Printer’s
thrown bodily out of at least one 
place!"
Others involved In the creative 
process are Jim  Dite, unofficial ad­
viser; Dick Hetke and Tom Stienee- 
kcr, in charfe of freshman and 
sophomore pictures; Dan Teas and 
Don Petersen, in charge of Juniors 
and seniors; Barbara Genrich, act­
ivities; Lloyd Nielsen and Dick Nel­
son, sports; Dick Sears, sororities 
and fraternities; Hester Wolfe and 
Barbara Isely, copy writers; Thor 
Lowe, art work; Elaine Johnson, 
women's sports; Arden Polzin and 
Pat Gould, “ reporters” for the fac­
ulty; Frances Kassner, conserva­
tory; Ellen Balza, proof reader.
Pat Gould’s and Arden Polzin’s 
job was to collect characteristic 
sayings or habits of the profs, and 
they were then used in making the 
two-lined poems to go with each 
one’s picture. They said it was an 
“interesting way to spend a Sunday 
afternoon” and that they just went 
from person to person until they 
found out the dope on them all.
September is a busy month, for 
the staff has to be organized, the 
budget studied and compared with 
other years, the business and regu­
lar staffs coordinated and of course, 
the photographers have to be on the 
spot to get all the pictures of cam­
pus life as it gets under way. Then 
later the art work and scheduling 
of senior and underclass pictures 
gets in full swing. By March the 
engraver should have almost all 
copy and most of the editorial mat­
erial should be at the printer's for 
composition. In May the final work 
entails checking over bills, complet­
ing the business report for the year, 
and filing it away with everything 
ielse for the use of the successor. 
At last the big cartons of new an­
nuals are delivered and are hur­
riedly unpacked and distributed to 
waiting Lawrontians.
So, you see, there is more to a 
yearbook than the average colleg- 
¡ian’s posing for pictures and pick­
ing up the book in the Ariel office 
in May. And when you go to get 
your Ariel and find Bev and Shir­
ley in a lifeless heap in one corner 
of the office, Ronnie and Jim  in an­
other paging through the book and 
gloating over their photographic re­
sults and Bob Sperry contentedly 
reading his record-beating ads, 
you’ll be able to sympathize and 
understand.
New-Style Ariel |. 
Appears in Spring
BY HESTER WOLFE AND 
BARBARA ISELY
“That’s okay —if it doesn't fit, cut 
her head off!” A typical reaction 
cf a frustrated Ariel staff member 
trying to mount pictures and ar­
range material Such serious busi­
ness is periodically interrupted by 
curious students:
“Could I see my picture from lasti j 
*,e«k Monday? Well, it’s got to b<*11 
here; you took it!” And then there I 
lire helpers who come in and criti- I 
ci/e work and remark,
“Hmph, no order in this place,” 
and, “ My, what a messy dark-j I 
room!’* Just lived in, son, just lived 
in.
Perhaps the two who live in the i 
Ariel office in the basement of 
Main hall the most are Shirley Gre-| 
»•or and Bev Pearson, the co-cdi-lj 
tors. If someone has been hunting ! 
for either of them in vain, chances I 
are they can In- found down there! 
»creaming at the photographers:
“Would you please have those! 
pictures don« ? Would you PLEASE
h.ive those pictures done? . . .You 
know the deadline was two weeks 
ago!"
Other common headaches are pic-, 
lures pasted in the wrong places 
.iidI lute class photos holding up the 
whole page. Things will ko along 
Miioothlv for awhile and then a 
brush which ha*» heen laid in the 
dirt or han just heen allowed to 
harden will l»e discovered and the 
office will he on a r am page again. I 
'I he brush«*)« are used hy the past­
ers. ami the awful smell that ling-, 
ers «low n there is that of the rub-j 
Imt cement that they work with.
The work «»n the yearbook .Marts 
dunng the summer. B«-v and Shir-i 
ley worked on it six hours a week 
during vacation and had the whole 
dummy done and the cover select-1 
« <1 before coming back to school. 
Unlike many editors, th«‘y also' 
t>h«>pped for a new enlarger and, 
pried the money f«>r it out of the 
Executive committee <N«*ver under- 
«■sinuate the power of a woman!)
Before beginnim’, they looked ov- 
«•r many differ« nt annuals to get 
I«1< as and In Ip, and they read up on 
how to do the job. what is involved 
in «ach M«'p, etc. In th«> fall the 
contacts had to b<* made with th«* 
printer and engraver, and they 
certainly were made judging by the 
fact that their engraver drove them, 
nil around t«>wn and then bought { 
them bags of bakery goods to take j 
b.ick to the dorm!
The particulars about thin year's 
Ariel are a hush-hush as usual,j 
but the editor* are at least letting . 
t ut the big scoop that it is going , 
to tie different this year as far a* ; 
slave labor put into the Joh «luring 
the year they get 200 dollars, which 
they split.
The '41» photographers are Ronnie 
Blythe and Jim  Auer, who are busy 
taking pictures every day. They can 
dev« lop seventy pictures at a time 
in the darkroom when necessary.I
of photographing all the beautiful 
coeds is figured in!
Bob Sperry is the business mana­
ger with Janis Weller, Don Brown, 
Jack Boughton. Mona Jung and Boo 
Hanisch as his staff. Says Bob, 
“They did a damn good job." They 
contact people and companies (as 
Bob says; “ they squeeze the mer­
chants in the valley” ) and try to 
convince them that the kids do read 
the ads in the back of the Ariel! 
(so read them to keep Bob honest!) 
He has been a good man for the 
job, because this year $2900 worth 
of ads have been sold, the highest 
I amount ever reached. Bob says of 
his staff, “ Each one has been
M A R X  J E W E L E R S
212 li. College Ave.The job of photography pays $100 a'are half as valuable as the editors, year, which should mean that they but maybe a cut for the privilege!
S T U D E N T ’ S
LIGHT NOONDAY LUNCHES 
SODAS * SUNDAES * SOFT DRINKS
B r u s h e d  C o t t o n  S w e a t  S o x
(Sizes 9, 10, 11. 12, 13)
3 5 c  o r  3  f o r  $ 1 . 0 0  
R i p o n  W o o l  S w e a t  S o x
Nylon Reinforced Hee! and Toe.
(Sizes 9, 10, 11, 12, 13)
5 0 c
S W E A T  S H I R T S
White, Oxford Grey 
Red, Yellow
$ 2 . 2 5
SERVING BREAKFAST at 8:15 A. M.
COSMETICS
PRESCRIPTIONS
V O IG T ’ S S Z
134 I. College Ave.
S u e ljflx u iA
TRAVEL GOODS
303 W . College Ave.
w fi
P h i  D e l t  P l e d g e  P a r t y  
M a i n  E v e n t  o f  W e e k  E n d
Phi Mus Sell Tickets
Edited by Carol Leiehsenring
Heading «he list of j.ctivities planned for this weekend is the annual 
Phi Delta Theta pledge party. All the Phi Delt actives are anxiously 
looking forward to this party, because it has always been one of the best 
fraternity parties in the past and this year should be no exception. The u 4
pledges already have a skit planned and there will be lots of refresh-, Thcta Pi ments. I Sunday evening.
were initiated into SAI, the na-’ 
tional music fraternity for women.
Following the initiation ceremony a Co r  P a d e r e w s k i  M o v i e  banquet was held with Mi s. James r ° r r a a e r eW S K I IV lOV ie
Ming as guest speaker. I Phi Mu Alpha Sinphonia is again
The 11 girls aie: Louise Altis. sponsoring advance sale tickets for
-Moon.iKht son.-
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■ Carol Sykora. several Delts has already light 
I turned. Tom Egerton, Riverside, II- 
Feb. 13. the iinois, and Jean Friskey, Evanston, 
The other fraternities haven’t planned too much for this week end yet pltdiies class **ave a Valentine dance Illinois, both recently of Lawrence, 
They are probably still usting up from the Valentine parties that were f° r tho actlve chapter at the house, were married in Chicago last week, hi id Inst wcoitpnH in r.t ,i.„ i----- 1 ‘ The pledges really did a fine job on Tim is planning to continue his ed-
when
Most
el  la  eeke d i  most of the houses.
1 he Sigma Alpha Iotas held their initiation ceremony last Saturday 
 11 girls were initiated.
Maternities and sororities have been very busy lately 
making their plans fflv initiation. One well-known fraternity is reouted
plcSgcl. We womler— S:0° “ “  *  " * *  mee,in‘  " « u w in g  it,
Alpha Chi Omega _ _________ ___
Pratt *n Germany. This was one of a se- ^igma Phi Epsilon 
into ries of cullural programs sponsored' Congratulations to Jimmy Kiteh 
by the chapter in w^° P‘nnet* Ellen Goeser of Nee. nah over ¿he weekend.1 he —  ........
the decoration of the basement and ucation at Northwestern. John Sav- 
the entire affair was fully enjoyed;age took a brief leave of absence 
and appreciated by the actives. The1 from school this week to marry 
actives would especially like to Mary Lee DeSchmidt, Manitowoc, 
thank the pledge planning commit-j Belated greetings to Tom Chris- 
tee that made the party such a huge toph who pinned “Bunny” McKay
success.
Congratulations to Helene 
who was recently initiated 
SA I .
We are ; roud of Betty 
Lila Lou Schmidt, Sally
Hughes, 
Spring, f°*>d
[a few weeks ago.
A Delt Founder’s day banquet 
will be held this year at the Kau- 
kauna Elks’ club on Thursday, 
March 17. Pledges, actives and 
the few ¡alum* will observe 45 years of Delt
aren’t musical geniuses— life at Lawrence and 90 years of
chapter would like to bid a; AH the brothers—even
w> good-by to the four actives who . _______ „ _______
Joyce Valy and Emmy Gassert who ^ ‘ft Lawrence at the end of the would like to join in congratulating Delta Tau Delta nationally 
were elected to honorary class vol­
leyball teams.
Kappa Alpha Theta 
Very best wishes to L^ eser Hooley. 
pinned to Phi Delt and Lawrence
ta,” being shown at the Varsity 
theater. The picture features Ignace 
Paderewski playing Chopin’s Polo­
naise, Mozart's 2nd Hungarian 
Rhapsody, and Beethoven’s Moon­
light Sonata.
The film will be shown Tuesday, 
Wednesday, and Thursday eve­
nings, February 22, 23, and 24. The 
tickets are 50 cents each tax includ­
ed, may bo purchased in advance 
at Bellings, Farr’s and Meyer-Seeg- 
ars or any member of the Phi Mu 
Alpha fraternity.
The Phi Mus are backing the Var­
sity theater in the presentation of 
these films in the hopes that a 
(precedent will be started in Apple­
ton of showing some of the better 
I Foreign movies.
The proceeds of the advanced tic­
ket salt's is put into the Phi Mu 
¡Scholarship fund.
semester. So long and best of luck Hob Dietz for his splendid perform- 
Jane Barnecut, Lcnore Buth, Carol ai-ce in his senior piano recital Sun- 
Mindy Knuth. day.Evans and 
Delta Gamma
We re happy to start the new sem- 
grad Kenny Diem. National Geo- oster by welcoming back Audrey 
graphic society has won a new con- Chiswell, active. Audrey's a junior cess, 
vert. now and returns from a job in it up
Alpha Delta Pi
Monday night the actives, pledg-
Delta Pi. 
Delta Tau
Spring ii
Delta
farther away than just
Phi Delta Theta
The Valentine party which was! 
held last Sunday was a huge sue- \ 
so the pledges are following; 
. with another one this Friday j 
Grand Rapids. Mich. for the actives and their dates. I t :
The sisterly sympathy of the should prove to be lots of fun as' 
es and alumnae gathered in the chapter goes out to last week-end’s the pledges have a skit planned and 
rooms for the annual Abigail Davis accident victims who are still in there will be refreshments, 
party. During the evening Jean disrepair—Phyl Wohlers and Peggy| The chapter also wishes to ex-1 
Cuthbertson and Buzzy Lucas gave Clark. We hope they and the rest tend its best wishes to Bill Warner 
vocal selections with Nancy Leigh °* the riders recover completely who pinned Jackie Witte, Alpha 
accompanying. Also on the pro- vc»'y soon, 
gram was Jackie Witte who gave Alpha Iota
«i short reading. Many thanks ro ! On Saturday, Feb. 12, 11 girls 
to social chairman Lynne Forde for — — — — ——— — — — —
making the evening a success.
Best wishes go to Jackie Witte 
who became pinned to Phi Belt Bill 
Warner.
Back from taking a week off for 
the Dartmouth winter carnival is 
Peggy Zimmerman. Peg seems to 
be a little worn out, but says she 
had a marvelous time. |
Pi Beta Phi
The grand secretary, Lucile Doug­
lass Carson, will arrive on the 18th, 
in Appleton to spend the weekend, 
with the chapter. Sunday afternoon 
a tea will be held in Mrs. Carson’s 
honor.
Congratulations to Midge Olson.
Jean Mraz and Carjl Sykora who 
were initiated into S.A.I.
The alums arc having an informal j 
meeting tonight which Ann Cox, Jo 
Huus. Marilyn Eriscon, Joan Kien-j 
itz, Betty Flom and Mary Alice 
Wilbur will attend. These girls 
will give short talks about Pi Phi 
and its activities.
Best of luck to Janie Sharpe who 
left school at the semester.
Kappa Delta
Food and information were di­
gested by the Kappa Delts at a 
meeting Monday evening.. We wish 
to thank Miss Smythe who graci-, 
ously consented to answer our 
questions on the current conditions;
Woody Herman
I've Got My Love to Keep Me Worm . .
Woody Herman
Just One Of Those T h in g s ........................
F A R R 'S  M E L O D Y  S H O P
224 E. College Ave. Dial 3 5135
L. G.BALF0URC0.
Known Wherever There Are 
Schools and Colleges
YOUR O FFIC IA L JEW ELER
•  Fraternity & Sorority Pins
•  Crested Rings
•  Stationery
•  Favors
•  Dance Programs
•  Cups - Medals - Trophies
“In my home,
guests always insist on 
Chesterfields 
because they’re so MUD”
YOU GOTTA STAY HAPPY”
A WflttAM óoril*A SA**A«T PRODUCTION A UNIVlAiAl tNTIIMATlOMAl RIHA*«
•  Athletic Insignia
•  Memorial Plaques
Your Friendly 
Campus Representative
Paul D. Bishop
303 State 
MADISON, WIS.
FA. 6860
LARRY JANSEN t o y * . . .  "it’s Chesterfields for me, 
they’re really MILDER and have that clean, 
fresh, satisfying taste . . .  It’s MY cigarette'
Capyrifhi IH* botan * Mrs» Tomcco Oft
The TOP MEN of AMERICA'S SPORTS smoke CHESTERFIELD
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Betas, Phi Delts ! A  " . . .  « . . .  ■ n .  i
Continue in Hot Await Traditional Rivals
Supremacy Fight
Sig Eps, Phi Taus 
Victors Over Betas, 
Delts in Bowling
Beta Th< ta Pi and Phi Delta 
Theta continued their supremacy in 
tlie (¡reek competition last w eek 
Result! as of Monday show the Ik*-
T h e  P r e s s  B o x
BY GEORGE FREDERICK
Probably no basketball game has ence they have things their own'
been as eagerly anticipated this way, and recently ran up 111 points 
season as the Beloit - Lawrence against Knox in a game in which' 
meeting which will take place to- the regular* played only a little
night. The well - known more than half. Ii - , . . -. Ifeel
morrow
Stronger Viking 
Swimming Team 
To Meet Gold
“ bucket . brigade’* from the south-| Coach Dolph Stanley must
tas leading in bowling, the Phi ern part of the state has its best that he has a “fair” team if we
Delts in handball, and four teams, team in recent years, and even the can believe a story which drifted
Betas Plu Delta, Sigma Phi Epsl-1 graduation of Johnny Rnckson. up (0 this part of the state. It has
Ion Delta Tan Dell , m I,*« forward a,,d f^ st niun 1,1 Belo,t been said that Stanley has agreed!.ind Dilta lau Delta, uv bas history to score 1000 points, cannot to play the University of Wisconsin!
ketball phi Kappa Tau bolds a ( be considered too severe a
date Beloit has won Iff out
Koskinen, Watson, 
Colvin, Inglis to 
Strengthen Lawrence
The Viking swimmers
S c o t s  O u t w i t  
V i k e s ,  W i n  
T i g h t  G a m e
f t  3 .or an . „ l i e ,  de-
it for *ea* when they meet 
tankmen tomorrow at 
So far this may seem a one-sided gymnasium pool.
The Lawrence team will definite-
narrow edge in ping-pong _____
Ph. Delta Theta nos«*d out Beta «*n'r * :lf*nd w" e of thoH* w“  »«cp t »he offer. Take_,. . M .. ,, . to Bouling C.reen university of whal it's worthTbeta I i, J9-35, in a thriller to ftowlijic Green, Ohio, which re-
throw the basketball race into a putedly has one of Uie botteslrc>presentation BeloiVwill un-
four way tie Phi Delt !>«>n Kxner quintets in the country. doubtedlv live up to expectations
Beloit employs a pressing de- we must* not jgnore the fact that,ly *** stronger than it was for the Monmouth, 
fense sim ilar to the one used by sines will have his team "up” for previous encounter due to the re-| The Scots 
I Monmouth last Saturday night thia Rarne< Even KjVing Beloit a turn of free stylers Don Koskinen,
BY PETE JACOBS
Tomorrow night marks the occa­
sion when Coach Dolph Stanley 
brings Beloit's high-riding Goldinen 
to meet Lawrence's off-and-on Vik- 
mgs in Alexander gymnasium. A l­
though there still is an outside pos­
sibility that Beloit's conference 
crown may be at stake, the intense 
rivalry in Saturday’s contest is ex­
plained merely by the words Law- 
wili be rence versus Beloit. Whenever the 
two schools get together, excite­
ment is bound to develop and this 
the Beloit game should prove no exception. 
Alexander The Gold will be seeking to main­
tain their unbeaten pace, while 
Lawrence will still be smarting aft­
er last week’s defeat at the hands of
successfully combined 
a pressing defense with a cold night
and Beta Kd Ilam ar tied for scor
ini; honors with 11 points apiece.
Delta I au Delta won over the In However, the caliber of play will run for thrir mom,y ja a man-sized John Watson and Len Colvin Bud1 ngainst the shootinK of Ja n sen  and dependents, 40 31!, but not without be appreciably higher, and it wdl Job SinP8 is not sending boys oul John Watson ana Lam Lolvin. uua ^ . i-
being extended all the way. Dave interesting to see what kind of t0 do the job. He will send five men
strategy t oach John Sines will use who have shown that theyDuffy tallied 12 free throws for a to cope with thu rushui){ defense 
seasonal high and added two bas- lind the wide open offense, 
kets for game honors of 16 points.! There is no getting around the 
Dick Bickle and Ken Jeffers mark- ***** Beloit is one of best small . . . . . . .  1 college trains in the midwest. In-ed up H apiece for the Delts 'deed, they have given convincing
Sigma Phi Epsilon edged out Phi evidence that they are on a par
appa Tau, 32-27, first with the l>est country
breast stroker, was 
arCi missing when the two teams
also
met
capable of giving even the best op- earlier.
position plenty of grief. ! The Goldmen have a stronger
A highlight, in this writer’s team than that which defeated the 
opinion, will be the duel between Vikes back in January by a 58-17 
two centers. Claude Radtke and score. Leading the Gold again will 
Ron Buntemps. The latter is a be sophomore John Haase. Dick 
sophomore sensation who has es- Hulbert and Owen Hildreth will 
, tablished himself as “the man to both be swimming with the Beloit
even dozen.
In Ixtwling. Phi Kappa Tau swept 
a three game series from Delta Tau 
Delta, and Sigma Phi Epsilon won 
two out of three from Beta Theta 
Pi The Betas, however, lead the 
standings.
The only action in handball was 
tlie match between Beta Theta Pi
Curling Matches 
NowllnderWay 5
weakness is on defense. | Hildreth sparked the Gold to
Clamle. while not really high their conference championship last 
scorer, is a consistent scorer and year taking firsts in the 100 and 
a tremendous defensive player. 200 yard free style events and an- 
Far proof of this, recall his per- choring the first place 400 yard re- 
fwrmance against Kermit Weiske, lay team. He set a new conference 
Kipon's scoring champ of last year, record for the 200 yard free style, 
who managed to get only two field swimming the event in 2:14.3.
Radtke to edge the Vikes. Only 
Weaver's accuracy kept Lawrence 
in the contest. Significant in the 
loss is the fact that Beloit also uses 
a pressing defense very effectively, 
and this may spell trouble for the 
Vikes. Midwest conference coaches 
still shake their heads as they talk 
of Beloit’s 111-45 win over Knox 
some weeks ago.
Beloit will undoubtedly show the 
effect of John Erickson's mid-year 
graduation, as the little sparkplug 
was the first player in that school’s 
history to score 1000 points. The 
Gold will still present a formidable 
lineup. Captain John Orr was last 
year named to the All-American 
team for small schools, and he is 
the ptaymaker for the team as well 
as a good rebounder and consistent 
scorer. Last season Orr was also 
named all-conference and had a 15.7 
point per game average. Don Sud-Ls against him. One of these There was more than one skeptic three men mentioned will receive in the crowd last Saturday at the £ arnp ,Vthe 6 foot 7 inch center who 
The first scheduled curling match- alleonferenee recognition. Only Lawrence - Milwaukee State Teach- controls both boards quite effcc- 
and Delta Tau Delta The lietas won t., ^  the lji4Wrem e college club got When they play opposite each other ers college swim meet when Don tively. Clarence "Sour” Anderson 
S points to the Delts 1 point. underway Friday afternoon. The do yon have adequate bases for Koskinen hobbled to the starting and p,..,,, Stahr aro the two Speod
determining which is the better line on a crutch. After all, feet aremerchants on the club and they are 
man. usually pretty indispensable to particularly classy at ball handling.
Just one more thing about this swimmers. But Don, who was lead-, RouiuJinK out the starting quintet 
game of games. Defeat at the ing point winner for the Vikes be- ¡s Ron Bont,.mpts, standout of last 
hands of a truly superior team is fore he suffered a broken leg in a ycar*s freshman 
far from disgrace. Hard feelings tumbling accident two months agoishown bhnself 
are a natural result in a closely and only recently had the cast re- sr>lson> 
fought game. It is a great thing to moved, showed remarkable endur- ‘
in
I ‘In K appa  Tau remained on top B. 
the ping pong battle. The Phi 
Tau made clean-sweep victories 
over the Independents and Phi 
Delta Theta. Betas Theta Pi contin­
ued m second place with shut- 
out.s against Delta Tau IX*lta and 
the Independents.
The results and standings in all 
Coui|>etition follow:
Il \ s K I IHU I.
Bettis 
Delts I’hl 1 Vit»
L|l|Slg Fps 
I! Indies 
l.l’tu !..
I.1 vi» s< oKi.a.s 
Nam* m a  TramE 11 «mar, IV ta a 
Mol ,«be. Phi IVitsII.-ivfrl.lt, Phi Tati»
Duffy. ImtinPht ktrr Sin Ep»
Evner, Phi 1 iella Mi Ktnrif. IVtaa 
Enríe. Phi Delta 
HllKf.1T. sit  rp*Hoi tick, Rrt.ia
Ml st’l.rsPell* 10. Indie* 33.Siif Kp» 3J, Phi Tau* IT.Phi IVII-« .1», Beta* 35.
BdW I.INC.
Morris rink <team> lost to the 
B. Kuenzi rink 10-6. The T. Pfeil 
rink edged out the M. Spaulding 
rink in the final moments to take 
a 6-4 victory.
The closest match of the after­
noon was a 7-6 contest which was 
won by the B. Batten rink over the 
Mink nnk.
Results of the Monday afternoon 
¡curling matches of the club were 
[aa follows: Bickle’s ruik defeated 
the Renmck rink 11-5; Deniger's 
J  ** rink defeated the Kienitz rink 6-5. 
o 4 1 The rinks are composed of Law- 
o « rence students who devote one or 
¡two afternoons to the sport. Mem- 
Faints bers «if the rinks are as follows: 
47 ; B. Morris rink made up of B. Has- 
^  brook. B. Jesmer. Bill Warner; B.
be a winner; it is an even greater ance in the 200 yard free - style tv js off.balance shots around the
tiling to be a good loser, 
sportsmanship is in good 
Nothing wears better, whether it be Midwest conference meet at 
individually or collectively. . . .  nell on March 5.
Good event and earned a third place. He 
taste, should be in tip - top shape for the ojjard'
“ L ---* — ' --------- * -‘ iGrin-
35JO3SXT
303313
Trun* W L Fut.lleta« T 3 .778Sm- Fps • s IMI7Plu TauM 4 ft 444Pill IVIts 4 s 444Delts 3 s no
Fa<nl*
1091S
I
High Individual anil Tram Soar»«
Individual liamr. Fargo. IVIt» 2Ä 
Individual Seri«, Herrtek. fletas >40. Tram C.amr. Retas Ml Tram Score, Ratas MTS
miHUl.TSPhi Taux. rVHts 0.Si* F.pa 2, Reta» L
HANDBALL Tram
Phi IV11>
Hi'taa 
I’M Thus Si* Fps 
IVIta
BKSHLTS
Ilotas 3. Delts I,
FINO-FON«T ramPtil T.111.1 
Ri'Un Phi rvits Delta Sig F|v.
Indies
Blüt'LTS
PI it Delts 4 Sig Eps 0.
Hi tas 4. Delta 0.Phi Taus 4. Indies 0.
Delts 3. SU Epa IPhi Taus 4. Phi Delta 0.
Ulta* 4, Indie» Ü.
Kuetm rink includes R. Schulz. 
Joan Christman, Kay Elwers; B. 
Ratten rink composed of Joan 
Kienitz, T. Khuemstad. R. Williams: 
Mink rink up of G. Chandler. Bev 
Barton. Don Geldmaeher; M 
Spaulding rink includes H. Stein. 
Ann Leonard. D. Helke; Tom Pfeil 
rink with M. Anderson. Viv Grady. 
W. Hron.
of Christoph. Haight. Mayler; Ren 
nick’s rink is made up of HilU 
Fischer. Gandt; Kienitz rink in­
cludes Christman. Elwers. Robert­
son; Denxer rink composed of 
Littlefield. Albert. Noll.
MMdBp:
W LI
1 01 Mink 
I  01 Morris 
1 Oi Spalding 1 0| K lenita 
I  Ol Rrnntck
The Sports Focus
THIS W EEK: REED FORBUSH
REED FORBITSII conscious for two days, 
junior from Ap- earned for him the Bronse
the more accom- and the Purple Heart. He was
team. \\ho has 
very capable this 
Bontempts rang up 42 
points against Ottawa, flis special­
ty
basket and therefore is difficult to 
Incidcntly, Bontempts is 
from Taylorville, Illinois, where 
Coach Stanley was formerly lo­
cated, and was all-state there two 
siieccsMve years. The starting five 
will be ably, backed, ap by Red 
Janssen, Bob Baptist and Dick 
Jones.
Last year Beloit dedicated their 
new fieldhouse by trouncing Law­
rence, 73-:i8, so that when they
traveled to Appleton for the returnThis action . , _. . ....match, an inspired group of Vikes
Star vvere waiting for them, the two
dis- learns matched basket for basket
the last quarter when Beloit
ed away to win 72-45. The
THIS WEEK:
Reed Forbush, 
pleton, is one of
plished athletes at Lawrence. At t  . . ..,
present he is captain of the wrest-,charged with the rate of a technical '
ling team and he has lettered three »ergeant in the summer of 1940. l £ oldrnen scorpd 22 ints in the ,ast
times in football. His terrific com- Reed entered Lawrence in the fall . . ,. , th t *
. petitive spirit and sportsmanship of the same year. As a freshman, he s‘ T, ' . .„i,, k« i.n
u CireS w'.n sJ* ^omp^ srd have earned him the respect of both won a starting position in the back- f . . .  h . . r  , . , . J
---------- and fellow .thlet,-, field on .ho foolb.HI lean, where he J l ~
Reed c r jd u a . 'h a n d le  Ihe blocking a ^ . ^ e n U .  ^ 5 ^ 5  3 S
ed from Apple- He also went out for swimming in . .  . . . .  ,..c . ■ r> » w • . . ¡weaver will probablv start at for-ton H.S. in 1944 this year. But he considers being ..a i.l. * » » jL -n.vs --- ward- Claude Radtke at center, and
RattenKumilPMIDrnaer
B u llir
B e l o i t  M a t m e n  
T o  M e e t  V i k e s
after d i s t i n- awarded the L club trophy one of 
guishing himself the major events of his first year, 
by earning three This trophy is given to the fresh- 
letters in foot- man showing the most promise in
ball, a like num- athletics. In passing we might note
’honors'* in his second i
Don Boya and Bruce Larson at 
guard. Fried. Swenson. Nelson, Tip­
pet and Haas will undoubtedly see 
action.
Forbnsh
Faint, i
27 i
-TO
1211 I t
ber in track, and that he made n rs m i* ! This column is open to criti- 
being chosen a semester, but has not quite been c|sm , nd suggestions from reaalers 
member of the able to duplicate the feat since. :who believe the sports section may 
National Honor Last year Seed waa named to the be improved upon. Nobody wants a
society (a scho- right halfback position on the Mid- readable sports section more than 
lastic award). In west conference team. Possibly the fellows working on it It* *uc-
addition, he was more *T»iii«-ant was his decision to CP9S depends upon the approval of
given the Amer- go oat for the wrestling team. He the student iIMi v v —..  ___ ?
ican Legion award in his senior immediately took a Uking to the W§B be welcomed comments
The Beloit wrestling team will.year. Tins recognition goes to the sport, and showed ap very well In 
journey to Appleton Saturday.' male student who meets the re- meets collecting a sufficient number p .-w ajA « D I ** r*
February 19. in an attempt U> break quiremcnt* of scholarship and ath- of points to win a letter. This year O f D e lO lt b Q m e
the jm x  which has plagued them letics. he captains the team. | Athletic director A  C Dennv re
in their recent mat matches. Beloit Five months after graduation, he This year, as in years past. Roed quests the cooperation of the stu- 
has lost two matches in two weeks was moving toward the Rhine, in has been keeping busy. Ho not only.dent bodv concerning the Beloit 
to Aagustana and De Kalb respec Germany, as an infantryman in the played in the Homecoming football game tomorrow night A la r i .
t!V ^y „  . , , I ’. >i. Army. Oae day he was as- game, but he was also co-chairman crowd is anticipated so siIhe Vikes are also eager for a signed to knock oat a German ma- of the committee which 
victory after dropping the last two chine gun nest, ne moved in with memorable day. He is 
meets with Beloit and the Wiscon- a bazooka, and paved the way for of Beta Theta Pi and the L club 
sin junior varsity. The previous en- its subsequent destruction by mor- Reed is an F.n^Psh 
counter with the Goldmen left tar fire, hoi he didn’t get away he- his future plans are indefinite.
to
inticipated so students are
arrive early to get good
Lawrence on the 
,19-11 scoio.
short end of a fore being hit and wounded
gave us a urged
a member seats, and to use all available 
bleachers to the best advantage, 
major, but hxtra seating will be provided but
He as soon as the gym is filled, ticket
.......-  »> - t u r .  lie . . .  a V Â -  nu
For Faster, Friendlier Service
215 W. College Are,
ty iio n e y  - firtrrr/; u r n / r t J
Smoke Camels nnd test them in your w o  
"T-Zone." T for taste, T for throat. If, at 
■ay tunc, you are not convinced that Camels 
arc the mildest cigarette you ever smoked, 
return the package* with the unused Camels 
and wc will refund its full purchase price, 
plus postage. (S ig n e d ) K. J. Reynolds To» 
batco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.
Hftt S OtK-fllOT 
J0HWNY tONC 
TALKING IT OVÍ* 
WITH BROADWAY 
5INGING MAR. 
SANDRA Off I
R e g i s t e r  N o w  W i t h  P l a c e m e n t  
B u r e a u ,  W i l c h  U r g e s  S e n i o r s
Seniors! Are you worried about — _____________ -____________________
the post-graduation situation! Are ffcts made through the placement . . , . bureau, and also supply in/orma-you asking yourselves Where do tion about the job ‘¡PJ  J 1" ™
we eo irom here?" “How am 1 This will be ot invaluable help in
M 1H 9H O O O  V H
m iA iy  aa-n. im »
going to earn my bread and but- placing future graduates. The place­
ment bureau is also interested inter?” If these questions are the , . ~ --- : ~ **<
basic cause of your insomnia then , ® V1!, placcment- 
make a flying trip to the Lawrence1... “ 1,hou8h; quote Bob Wilch, 
college placement bureau and Pat'4J s *are comparatively easy
Hamar and Bob Wilch. ito fict* most . flrms have completed
The new, improved, re-organized are neannK *he completion of 
placement bureau asks that all sen-1. e,lr ,P°s|*war expansion programs 
iors who plan to use the service anv in „ , fu,ure not so many 
of the bureau register now or be- J° S w as eas‘*y available.” 
fore February 25. The new method * I C * i_i
of registering will take place at t h e ^ n e m iC a f  Society Hears thetic rubbers at a meeting of that 
same time that registration for Tn IL rtrl organization last Tuesday night in
classes begins in September and ,C f,K  0,1 S y n th e t ic  R u b b e r s  science hall.
February. Each applicant fills out Students and local members of Mr. Borders also showed slides 
four blanks which will then be American Chemical Society He is on the staff of the Institute 
put on file for as long as the in- heard Alvin Borders speak on syn- of Paper Chemistry.
dividual wishes. The blanks con- ----- ------------— — — ---------------
tain personal information, position 
qualifications, educational and prac­
tical experience, service record,' 
references and a short statement 
by the candidates. As prospective 
employers come to the campus or 
write to the placement bureau for 
tentative employees. Pat and Bob 
can go through the files and YOU 
may be placed.
Many seniors as well as under­
graduates will find the Careers con­
ference on the February 24 of great 
help in selecting a field or in shed­
ding new light on an old one.
Both Pat, who handles the ap­
pointments and credentials, and 
Bob, who travels in the mid-west­
ern area making contacts with 
employers, were emphatic in their 
requests that students report con-
S p a n i s h  C l u b  
H e a r s  C h i l e a n
Ortuzar Describes
Chile in Lecture
A general picture of Chilean cus­
toms and government was given by 
Scnor James Ortuzar who spoke in 
Spanish to the member of the Span­
ish club February 9.
A native of Chile. Senor Ortuzar 
has been in the United States for a 
year and is now studying the paper 
industry in Neenah.
| He began his talk by describing 
the very large and frequent meals 
to which the South American peo­
ple are accustomed. This, he ex­
plained, is the reason so many of 
¡the people are very fat.
Discussing the various types of 
Spanish spoken in South America 
¡and Mexico, Senor Ortuzar stated
The Lowrentîon 7
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that in Peru the “s’’ is whistled, 
while the natives of Mexico sing 
their “s.” In Chile, however, the 
letter is swallowed.
Chile has a presidential form of 
government There is no commu­
nistic influence in the country, ac­
cording to Senor Ortuzar because 
communism has been declared il­
legal there by the government in 
power.
Up until the first World war, the 
Chilean population was pure Span­
ish. Since then, however, German 
immigrants have been allowed to 
enter the country and now a few 
sections of the country are almost 
completely inhabited by Germans.
Senor Ortuzar completed his pro­
gram by answering questions of the 
club members.
Alice Kay Becker, president, pre­
sided at a business meeting pre­
ceding the program.
Y O U R  C A M P U S  I S  A  G O L D  M I N E
Sell Personalized Seal Stationery and font
$10.00 TO $25.00 PER WEEK 
HIGH PROFITS • NO INVESTMENT . FREE SAMPLES
Franchise Protection for fho "Right” Man
G10BE STATIONERY CO.-4410 3rd AVE. • BTCIYN, N. Y.
GREGG COLLEGE
A School Off Buaineoa— Preferred by 
College Men and Women
4  M O N T H  
I N T E N S I V E  C O U R S E
SECRETARIAL TRAINING FOR COLLEGE 
STUDENTS AND GRADUATES
A thorough, intensive course—starting June, Octohcr, February. Bul­
letin A on request•
SPECIAL COUNSELOR for G.l. TRAINING•
Regular Day and Pvening Schools Throughout the Year. ( atalog•
Director, Paul M. fair. M.A.
TH E G R E G G  C O L L E G E
> 7  I .  W a b a s h  A « « . .  C h ic a g o  S ,  M in o t *
225 E. College Ave.
The N E W  Style
For
NEW Beauty
B U E T O W 'S
Beauty Shop
Phone 4-2131
Buy Your Equipment For
•  Golf 
e Fishing 
•  Softball
•  Tennis
•  Track 
’ Lawrence College
SW EA TSH IR TS
at the
Berggren Bros. Sport Shop
Next to the Arcade
•  Dinners
•  Short 
Orders
•  Fountoin
Service 
DeLuxe
VISIT THE
S T A T E  R E S T A U R A N T
I VE SMOKED CAMELS FOR A
9  . . . o n d  y o u  «  “ n o w !
h .sh rit;h tc n e d  the lyrics and
Johnny L .m c  h  ^ branll new touch
set the bounce to g johnny
* ,  Old-time favorrtc. g pleasure,
picks his music fot yo rc ,ohnny
And.. for johnny says
chores -  m|Wcs, anJ best tasung
;t "Camels arc int. ..
i . i  * ' «Vo ever smokca.
J ü 'ä  **"' ., U  O  
VioiO MILO ca* a <#refre •
M c k e  th e  C A M E l 3 0 - D A Y  « S T
W  a n d  y o u ' l l  k n o w !
, M-day Camel Mildness Te*. 
Yes, make the Camels a rt.
See for y°uriC tol hundreds ot people «ho  
I« «  recent ^  |or >0 days,
smoked on > - alter making
noted throat s p « ^  d 
weekly examinations. p>
N O T  O N E  S I N G L E  C A S E  
O F  T H R O A T  I R R I T A T I O N
NUMBER OF YEARS AND 
I KNOW HOW MILD CAMELS 
ARE. I MADE THE MILDNESS 
TEST A LONG TIME AGO!
WELL, JOWNN^ SINCE I TRIED 
THE 30-DAy MILDNESS TEST, 
CAMELS ARE My CIGARETTE, 
TOO. CAMELS ARE SO MILD 
•.AND SO FULL FLAVORED!
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From the Editorial Board
Grade Achievement, 
Not Just Reputation
“It doesn’t make any difference what I write on the final because 
my professor has me classified as a “C ” student." How many times 
have we heard this remark made by fellow students or perhaps 
made it ourselves? The answer is that it is heard around the 
campus all year long, the complaint being made by both good and 
poor students. We think that the gripes are justified.
Treating this as a problem to be solved, it is best to differentiate 
between the various situations that arise in connection with it. Let 
us examine some of these situations.
To begin with we have those professors who work ever so hard 
on the first two or three exams and then “gel” the class. An “A ” 
student can write anything from a dissertation on the Justin ian  
Code to the sex life of the Miwok female and still be expected to 
keep an “A" or a “B " on the basis of his previous tests. Maybe it is 
a misguided halo effect. Maybe it just saves time. At any rate, it 
certainly kills the initiative of both the “A ” student and the student 
who is attempting to better himself.
Opposed to this situation we have the “you aren't working up to 
your ab ility” type of professor. Aft«*r getting a “C-plus” for your 
semester grade* and finding that John Jones wrote an inferior ex- 
am ination and received a B minus, you approach the professor as 
to the reason. “W ell,” he begins, “John Jones is a “B-minus” student 
(if you’re smart you’ll leave at this point) and really is working 
hard in here t(» stay at his highest possible level. You are a B-plus 
student who should be doing B plus work and aren’t.” What goes 
through the student’s mind''
Next wo have th<
T I L T
BY BRADLEE
T€*j - 
1 itfj o C R ifM D
Back to the back page of the 
Lawrentian. In view of the fact 
that we’ve had every other side of 
the situation represented on this 
page (viz. Offsides, Outsides, in* 
sides), we were seriously entertain­
ing the idea of really getting to 
the bottom of things. . . Upon fur­
ther consideration we concluded 
that the idea was just too asinine, 
so we left it behind and settled for 
Tilt.
Just to show that our logic is in 
the right place, we’ll tell you why 
we decided to call it Tilt. It seems 
that we enjoy the dubious distinc­
tion of being one of the very few 
upperclassmen who have not taken 
H ill’s marriage course, are not tak­
ing H ill’s marriage course and have 
no intention of taking H ill’s mar­
riage course. (A rare specimen in­
deed.) Not that we have anything 
against H ill or marriage; both are 
constituents of our environment 
and you just have to accept them as 
such. (See, Chet, we did get some­
thing out of that personality 
course.) To put it “broadly and 
bluntly,” (how did we get in the 
economics department?) we don’t 
think sex will ever replace the pin­
ball machine . . . either. There­
fore, let’s face it. Mr. Hill . . .the 
primary drive is TILT. (I^est we 
get caught with our dynamisms 
down.)
Women and pinball machines are 
about the same anyhow. Both take 
your money. Both are hard to han­
dle. < If you’re too easy with them 
nothing happens . . .  if you’re too 
lough — Tilt.» Both display fancy 
figures. Both can be cussed when 
they want to be. When you get a 
pinball machine lit. you can usual­
ly score . . .  ah yes! . . . but in 
spite of all the resemblance, the 
flapper is slowly being replaced by 
the flipper— (goo-bye dobbin’, youse 
wuz a good ole lioss).
pieces. We are not here defending wcck in Appleton is the “Snake1 bCSt l0Ved Wmi * * * laSt
In  conclusion we might examine the case of a baffled freshman ^ / c S n t r i b u l o ^  af- P it” Under Oscar’s banner the vic-j"1^  Saturday’s dance after the
this last semester After receiving a straight C for a semester grade we admit we were members tors *n ^ e  battle of the klieg lights game proved that the new gym
with a “B plus" going into the final, he asked the professor what of that board; rather are we point- will be crowned with the tradition-(floor is really great for dancing,
he had missed on the examination. The student was told that he I that a fair analysis of the work al gold statuette and the mad hat 
. . . . . . . . . . . . , . , might well have come to the samewas only a freshman and couldn t be expected to write a good final co‘ clusions Mr. Auer st.e,ned to
was advised to realize his youth and not push his have, but that there are other as­
pects which should be considered 
iirst. Criticism, not flippancy, is
C o n t r i b u t o r  R e v i e w  L a c k e d  
D i s c e r n m e n t ,  O b j e c t i v i t y
lly Shirley l l .m s o n  and 
Nancy Kingsbury
Any reviewer, while entitled to
his own opinions, is obligated to
give lus subject an objective and
detached evaluation, and this we
problem of our athletes. The opinion of over think James Auer failed to do. His
. ,, ., ,lf . . . , .• _ . . .  review of the Contributor did jus-one half the “L  men queried before the writing of this article was Uce to the poetry bul we feel that
that wearing your letter sweater to class costs anywhere from one he was unfair to those students who
half to one and one half grade points in many classes. Some pro- wrote the prose. In commenting only
lessors just seem to think that there isn’t time for both scholastic
F l i c k e r s
and
F o o t l i g h t s
___BY AINSLEE R. FERDIE
The man of the hour in Holly-
•chievement as well as athletic achievement. Or these professors some of the good qualities in all the wood is Oscar, and the pic of the 
carry around the antiquated id**a of the stupid football player.
on the bar-room atmosphere in-| 
volved in most of them, he slighted
examination 11« 
maturation process too fast'
The problem, and situations arising w ith in its structure, have 
been defined. Now what can we do? We can plead for more ob­
jective marking on each and every test taken throughout the year. 
W»* can ask that he make an honest evaluation of the student’s
ter race for this year’s honor will 
cease. Hollywood’s motto
to be “Millions for Oscars butwell
not one cent for public sentiment." 
This year, luckily, the talkies havewhat the authors of those pieces ex- bepn better than usua,
pect
A
Jim
and deserve, 
more object! e treatment uf Friday-Thursday
DauMin's *Thj Big Moment “The Snake Pit” starring Olivia 
could involve more than the state- Havilland, with Mark Stevenswork in terms of his work and not base a grade on attitude or po- mrnt that it is «.„tirely “realistic." and
tentialities. Wr can remind the professors that the “L ” sweaters is 
an honor bestowed upon an athlete, not a gift from the school to 
compensate for the low grades which he must take for being in ­
terested in athletics.
R . F :  W h o ' s  a  N i g h t - F i g h t e r ?
It is* a portrait of u man tragirally mental 
mediocre, and pathetically enthusi- Filmed
Leo Genn. The true story of 
illness and its treatment, 
in mental institutions, the
.»»tic about the activities of his me- film pulls no punches.'' Good acting ably a
Now if there was only some way 
we could keep those d — m basket­
ball players off . . . just kidding 
John, put down that hose!
We noticed that marriage is not 
only a popular course here at Law­
rence, it was also the top selection 
for the Careers conference. What 
happened to the “good” old days 
when you fell in love with the girl 
and married her? We remember 
when marriage was an intimate 
thing between a boy, a girl, the 
folks and a clergyman (or prefer-
diocrity. to the
ship's captain 
movies too>.
In view of the many cracks we heard made about the 
player on the Monmouth basketball team, it appears that
colored 
R. F. is
not alone in Ins dark little world of prejudice. Such things certain­
ly pay fine tribute to l^awrence and Lawrentians, do they not?
____ _ The matter of fact *tylf and direction add much. This by
\v;m> admirably chosen and adapted far ¿s iH,st picture shown in Ap-, body gets in the act 
to the quality of the character and pieton this year. A good job with 
deserved comment. tough material. Rio theater.
Bill Bradlee’s “What’s Yours*’ has Kriday-Sunday 
more in it than “a dope fiend and a 
prostitute." The dope fiend, hirn-
“In Old Mexico" with Bill Boyd.
“Gabby” Hayes, and Russell
A n d  t h e  B o y s  a r e  L e f t  B e h i n d
Lawrence has a new tradition, applicable to at least half of the 
school. That is the custom which was recently adopted in the girls’ 
dormitories of serving snacks to the girls on Sunday afternoons. 
Considering the unfailing appetites of Lawrence coeds, it sounds 
like a good idea
However, in view of the recent financial difficulties of the Ex­
ecutive committee and its careful reapportionment of funds, we 
wonder whether the matter of snacks should not be reconsidered, 
for this reason: the LW A, which sponsors the snacks, receives its 
funds from the student activity fee. In other words, the men in 
school, who are not invited to these hen parties, pay half the ex­
pense of them, but receive no comparable benefit for themselves.
Think it over, LW A and Executive committee. Is it fair”
. . we go 
Now every- 
, . the folks, 
a clergyman, a few doctors, Pro­
fessor Kinsey. Freud, Wassermann, 
Dr. Anthony, Dotty Dix . . . every­
one but the ship's captain who, 
Hay ! having met the fate of the jig-saw 
Give'Puzzle, miniature golf and the B ik 
Apple, has been forced into running 
weakness ne ^ e  Dead End Kids and the Lit-.the ship attain. The matrimonial
The story is con- spa 
Air force 
the war.
Viking theater.
“Loves of Carmen
it is worth and Glenn Ford. “Romance 
on the lli*' Seas.” Elite theater.
Lady
self a man with a weakness scorned d^n. Hopalong rides again 
by society, still is capable of see- wings," Victor Jory, Anne Gwy 
mg only too clearly the
of all those people who condemn u0 Tough Guys 
him. In the story itself, Mr. Brad- n(»cted with the Army 
1 lee displays a remarkable ability to antj was filmed during 
¡build a state of extreme emotional 
tension on the part of the reader.
This is good writing, whether 
set in a bar or not.
Jean Kiss’s piece is good writing “River
is no longer a lily pond, and 
many a good ship runs aground 
. . . What, no captain?!
(Open letter to Miss Keller and 
with Rita Hay-j the S.C.A.)
Appreciate the fine work you're 
doing to improve race relations, 
with Yvonne De Kelsey’s discussion on race prob-
also. It is good because love, re- c,at-i0f Dim Duryea and Rod Cam- lems Tuesday night was very inter­
flections on it, reactions to it and cron. Glorified western. “I-etter esting. This is just to remind you 
the contrast between the natural from ( ’nknown Women" with Joan that he (Kelsey) is exceptional and,
A n o t h e r  C a s e  o f  T o o  L i t t l e ,  T o o  L a t e ?
If it pays to advertise, perhaps more and bigger ads for the choir 
appearances in Chicago and Milwaukee would help put the choir
md the artificial are handled credi- Fontaine 
bly and honestly; they are not in­
validated because it is beer that is 
being drunk rather than the sup- ¡ 
post'd!y more collegiate Coca-Cola.
Jack Foster displays some of the 
most perceptive writing we have 
seen. and it cannot be dismissed only 
with “disillusioned." It may be that: 
but it is also extremely skillful, l'he 
mind and soul of the policeman 
come alive, and his craving for 
friendship and complete 
and loneliness are the 
whose treatment make this work 
disillusioned, and Mr. Auer could 
have taken note of these too. “Syn-
Jourdan. Good 
theater.
before too many definite opinions 
Sat- concerning Negroes are formed, it 
might be wise to talk to a gal 
with Ava named Vi who plays piano at the 
Gardner as Venus. Robert Walker, Tic Toe . . .  if Vi chooses to talk, 
and Dick Haymes. Pleasant fantasy that is. Incidentally, do we have 
of what happens when a statue of any copies of Ebony in the library?
and Louis 
dramatic pic. Varsity 
urday-Tuesday.
“One Touch of Venus
JustVenus comes to life. Poor Bob 
Walker is the boy who gets tangled assure 
with the goddess of love. From the 
stage play. Cofeatured is Sonja 
Henie in “Countess of Monte Cris- 
exclusion to.” Appleton theater. Monday-Wed-
q u a lit ic s  nesday .
. . “Sundown” with Gene Tierney,
George Sanders and Bruce Cabot.
Sultry Gene and gorgeous views.
for the record we'd like to 
Contributor reviewer Jim
thesis* 'is a clever and adroit adap-* ) Acting superb. A good talkie and a
on a paying basis.
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Cartoonist . . . .
tation of the chemical concept that 
¡“alcohol transforms everything"
--------- and yet it is an understanding por-
Kohert s t r a n d  »rayal of emotions and realisations.
The clause which dealt with Bill 
Barr's “Play Within a Play" was 
the only evidence of an even half­
way perception in the entire prose
,. . . tiall Outland 
W illiam  Ore»»er 
Anne Hu|he* 
Mona Jung
. tieorge Krederlek 
Kotiert Cartridge 
,. <.litri» (ironhelm 
Maine Johnson
JarK »oster 
Collin Srhrordrr 
STAFF1
better lookie. Cofeatured is "A Lady 
in a Jam" starring Irene Dunne, 
Patrick Knowles and Ralph Bell­
amy. Better than average comedy. 
Viking theater 
Tuesday-Thursday
‘ Rope*’ with James Stewart. Co- 
featured is “Smart Girls Don't
criticism, and we think that in this Talk." F.lite theater.
c.ise Jim  showed what he could 
have done with all the others if he 
had time.
“Moonlight Sonata" the life of the
Auer that, despite our story, W hat's 
Yours, appearing therein, we are not 
drunkards, dope fiends, or (perish 
the thought) prostitutes. As a mat­
ter of fact, the girl in What's Yours 
was neither a principal character 
nor a prostitute. Sox was her 
weakness, not her profession. We 
rue the fact that you implied that 
the stories in Contributor reflect 
the personality of the author. As 
a matter of fact, we carefully 
avoided mentioning our weakness 
(pinball machines» in our story al­
together.
We will admit that his year’s is­
sue was a boozy affair, and that 
we 11 have trouble smuggling it 
into„   ^ , our native Boston . . . butlate Paderewski, Polish statesman chin up Jimmie
and a
Photographer
111 S IM  
ts .K iin i buxine»»
Manager Robert HanUeb
t im itation manager Barbara tJenrlrh 
KMTOKIAL IIOARI)
William Merlnger I'llraheth »orsler. 
Ita« id Starkhouse. Robert Strand. Rob*»t 
Mvvd and lltr editor.
world 
in a
famous An- write boy, we’ll try to something about collegemusician.The reader’s opinion of any of other i   series of special films SOmc day, when we -*et far enough
these pieces of prose may still be brought here by Phi Mu Alph. ---  - tnotifch
adverse; however, a reviewer is ex- Sinfonia. Varsity theater, 
pected to i;ive fair consideration Wednesday-Kriday
and reasons for his judgment. Mr. “Whiplash” with Fve Arden. Dane theater.
Auer, for one reason or another. Clark. Alexis Smith and Zachary Coming Attractions 
failed to do this W’e hope we have Scott Overrated melodrama Co- “Julius Caesar" will be presented 
jpartly made up for lus omissions, featured is the epic Anna Karen-4on March 1 b* Eta Sigma Phi.
away from it to see it. 
ina" likewise overrated. Appleton
